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Synopsis: 

The Poor Man’s Agent wants nothing but success for all of the local community actors. The Hash 

Tag Hag might be the one case he can’t solve. Hashtags start to take over face-to-face conversations in 

this harrowing tale of delusional feelings of stardom. 
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The Poor Man’s Agent 

Out of all the sublet studio apartments in the Metroplex, she had to walk into mine. She 

was yet another dame trying to make it in the big city of cowboys, couture and community 

theatre. This wasn’t another case of some blonde finding it difficult to staple resumes to the 

back of headshots, this one was special. I could feel it in my bones, I could feel it in my crocs 

and I could certainly feel it in my Magic Bullet because I happened to be making a smoothie at 

the time. This was a job for….The Poor Man’s Agent. 

Black mascara completely covered her milky white skin. She had just come in from the 

treacherous 1.5 inches of snow.  

Hag: # I need help. # First world problems here! 

Agent: What is it robbery? Assault? Were they out of lady razors at Walgreens? 

Hag: # Stop JKing. # This is totes fer serious. 

That look of terror in her eyes let me know instantly that several of her recent auditions 

went horribly wrong. The kind of wrong when you’re the only one auditioning for a specific part 

and they end up casting some hobo off the street. The kind of wrong when you blame the 

accompanist for playing the incorrect notes even though YOU didn’t mark your sheet music. 

The kind of wrong where the director tells you to not even bother reading the second side 

because the first one was so unconvincing that you should probably hand back that minor in 

theatre you worked so hard for. This starlet was genuinely disturbed and after looking at her 

resume I could see why. 



Hag: # I’ve been auditioning nonstop. # My headshots are flawless because I’m 

second to none with it comes to selfies. # My resume is nothing but sunshine and sparkles. # 

WTF? 

Agent: I’m sure none of things are your problem ma’am. Perhaps you should just lay off 

the obnoxiously trendy symbols and learn how to talk before you got that cell phone that your 

sugar daddy’s paying for. 

Hag: # I don’t need a sugar daddy. # Gross. 

For some reason unbeknownst to me, there were hideous hashtags in front of each line 

on her unimpressive list of credits. #Stage, #Film, #Training and #Special Skills. Even when she 

spoke to me, every sentence started with a hashtag. It was as if an entire Twitter conversation 

threw up in her mouth. She explained that every monologue, every song for an audition began 

with a hashtag. How could this have happened? Social media speak had seemingly taken over 

her very existence. It was more pathetic then the odd combination of gauchos and that stale 

candy necklace slithering around her neck. 

Agent: Sweetheart, what we have here is a problem of epic proportions. When did this 

whole hashtag craze start for you? 

Hag: # It began yesterday when I decided that acting was what I wanted to do for a 

living. # I haven’t been in a show since my parents forced me to be in children’s theatre so, I 

went to school to major in fashion merchandising thinking that my latest spring collection 

would we on the catwalks of Milan in no time. # But to my surprise, that takes years of 



experience and hard work to pull off so I fell back to something that would put me in the 

spotlight without having to try. # And ever since 3pm yesterday I’ve been acting. # I can’t stop 

hash tagging though! # Ugh! 

Agent: It seems like a curse to me. Perhaps Sophocles sees you as a plague on the 

entertainment community and this “hash tagging” as you call it is a way to warn casting 

directors that you’re completely off your rocker. 

Hag: # Sasha Cleegs? # That skank that works at the nail salon? # What does she know 

about acting? 

Snap out of it I told her in the style of Cher a la Honeymooners. She understood the 

reference and I could tell this wasn’t a hopeless case. I instantly told her to hand me her phone. 

To my disgust, it was an iPhone 3. This cowgirl was so caught up in her hash tagging ways; she 

couldn’t even make it to the Apple store to upgrade her archaic technology that wasn’t even 

capable of updating apps automatically. She used her phone to connect with the world and 

now her primary means of communication had turned on her. Her Facebook, Twitter and 1-

800-Flowers.com account were riddled with hashtags. Even a simple ‘lol’ had one of those ugly 

symbols in front of it like a pair of conjoined twins that couldn’t be separated because they 

shared vital organs but wasn’t nearly hideous enough to have its own special on Discovery 

Health. 

Hag: # Even my hashtags have hashtags. # OMG. # It’s getting out of control! 



I knew drastic measures had to be taken. I grabbed a hammer. I beat the hell out of that 

phone of hers with the anger of someone who can’t kill that last pig on a frustrating level of 

Angry Birds. Suddenly a mysterious glow emerged from the phone. Her true voice had been 

trapped inside.  It was like a real life Little Mermaid without the obnoxious seagull sidekick. She 

suddenly began belting out show tunes with nary a hashtag insight. She sounded terrible but I 

ain’t no miracle worker.  Upon further inspection of her resume, I noticed she was in all white 

versions of A Raisin in the Sun and The Wiz.  

Agent: What kind of children’s theatre does shows like this? 

Hag: The one my parent’s own silly. The hashtags! They’re gone! I would totally make 

out with you right now if I thought we were on the same income level! 

Even though here hash tagging had been fixed I realized this gal was bonkers. Maybe it 

was the neon slap bracelets that should have been a warning sign but I could tell that no matter 

how delusional and racially insensitive her resume might have been, it became magically 

hashtag free. As she left my office/studio apartment of solitude, I wished her luck as she was 

now free to speak clearly without the use of obnoxious symbols to pursue her not very 

promising acting career.  All thanks to me…The Poor Man’s Agent. 


